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Naval Support Force, Antarctica, (NSFA) carries out its mis-
sion from four locations. During the austral summer, the main
body of NSFA personnel deploys to McMurdo Station (see
"U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica: McMurdo Station op-
erations, 1989-1990," this issue). Two other detachments pro-
vide technical and logistical support for the U.S. Antarctic
Program: the unit's homeport headquarters at Port Hueneme,
California, and a logistic staging area at Christchurch, New
Zealand. During the winter season, command of the support
force in McMurdo Station is turned over to a detachment of-
ficer-in-charge. This action formally establishes the fourth lo-
cation, Detachment McMurdo.

Homeport headquarters. Prior to the beginning of each austral
summer, NSFA's Port Hueneme detachment selects one or
more representatives from various departments to provide li-
aison and research for the command, when communications
and time schedules make it difficult for deployed personnel to
accomplish those objectives. Additionally, NSFA homeport
representatives are responsible for coordinating cargo and pas-

senger operations for the continental United States portion of
the transit to and from Antarctica and material control oper-
ations within the continental United States. They also coor-
dinate the loading of McMurdo Station-bound cargo onto the
Military Sealift Command ship M/V Green Wave. This cargo
consists of supplies used for the upcoming austral winter and
through the next summer at McMurdo and South Pole stations.

Christchurch, New Zealand. The Christchurch detachment is
a staging area, coordinating requests from both Port Hueneme
and McMurdo Station. The detachment maintains jurisdiction
over personnel traveling to and from Christchurch and acts as
the local coordinator for Naval Air Systems Command in New
Zealand and as Naval Aviation Engineering Support Unit point-
of-contact for Navy Calibration Lab activities in that country.
(See figure 1.)

The International Antarctic Center, which is being con-
structed in Christchurch one block from the existing structures,
will serve as the coordination point for staging scientific re-
search at McMurdo and South Pole stations and in remote
areas of Antarctica.

VXE-6's air department provides intermediate-level support
for all ground support equipment and conducts safety in-
spections on all stock equipment. It also provides calibration
services for precision measuring equipment to supported ac-
tivities.

Purchasing and contracting services for McMurdo Station
and Christchurch military units is handled by the Supply De-
partment. The shipping and receiving of general and aviation
supplies is under its operational control. Supply also oversees
the detachment's civilian personnel program and maintains
records for other civilian personnel employed in New Zealand.

Quarters and other facilities in Christchurch are maintained

Figure 1. U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, operates a detachment at Christchurch, New Zealand. Detachment Christchurch functions
as a cargo and personnel staging area for flights to and from Antarctica. (Official U.S. Navy photograph by PH2 Dirk Meenen.)
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by the detachment's Public Works Department, which also
coordinates and provides construction services for the U.S.
Naval Observatory in Black Birch, New Zealand.

Other Christchurch Detachment operations include: man -
agement of the Navy Exchange retail store, military post office,
and the Terminal Operations Department, which is one of the
busiest components of the detachment. (See figure 2.) Along
with exercising control over contractor, science, and military
passenger and cargo movements through New Zealand, Ter-
minal Operations responds to hazardous material retrograde
requirements at the end of each summer season. Quality as-
surance of all containers and packages is maintained, and au-
thorization for shipping animal and plant specimens obtained
by this department from the New Zealand Department of Ag-
riculture.

Detachment McMurdo. Last, but possibly the most essential,
is the McMurdo Station winter-over detachment. Detachment
McMurdo serves as a maintenance force for the interim be-
tween austral summers. The McMurdo Station military pop-
ulation during the winter numbers approximately 60 personnel.
Male and female volunteers for this assignment are required
to pass stringent medical and psychological evaluations.

During the winter of Operation DEEP FREEZE 1990, De-
tachment McMurdo upgraded several buildings, including al-
terations to the Officer's Club, CNSFA Headquarters, and the
MARS Building. New flooring was placed in the fuels barn
and the gymnasium floor was resurfaced. Outside projects
included: packing the snow road at Williams Field for the mid-
winterairdrop, installing new approach and perimeter markers
for the sea-ice runway to provide better visibility for pilots

Figure 2. The Terminal Operations department of Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, is responsible for the on- and offloading of all
cargo used by the science and military personnel in Antarctica.
(Royal New Zealand Air Force photograph by CPL Karyn Simons.)

(especially during the twilight WINFLY season), and finishing
temporary lighting and core sampling for the newly con-
structed ice pier.

Collectively, NSFA and its detachments incorporate the ser-
vices of a variety of international government and private agen-
cies to maintain a continuous modern civilization in an otherwise
untamed domain.
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Antarctica is the land of science, where research and explo-
ration become the focus of U.S. national policy. The mechanics
by which this policy is enacted relies almost entirely upon an
effective, responsive, and safe logistic support program.

Safety is the driving concern in all logistics operations. Avia-
tion, ship, and cargo operations are potentially dangerous in
any locale but particulary so in so harsh an environment as
Antarctica. The hazards associated with whiteout conditions,
fog, hurricane-force winds, severe wind chill, and shifting ice
floes make weather support synonymous with safety support.

Obtaining accurate weather data from manned camps, au-
tomatic weather stations, and remote-sensing satellites, eval -
uating the present synoptic situation, and formulating an
accurate forecast are the tasks of the weather office. The fore-

cast is crucial to the success of the logistics missions and to
the safety of all concerned, and its quality depends upon the
accuracy and timeliness of the available data. (See figure 1.)

Antarctica is largely devoid of data-gathering facilities. There
are presently 34 manned antarctic stations and 31 automatic
weather stations that routinely report weather in an area ap-
proximately the size of the United States and Mexico. Eleven
of the manned stations are located on the Palmer Peninsula,
thus making the available data somewhat clustered rather than
well dispersed.

Reports from manned stations and camps are transmitted
from the continent via the host country's communication net-
work. A few stations that routinely experience good high-
frequency communications with one another will exchange
data directly. Once the data reach the host country, they are
directed into the World Meteorological Organization com-
munication network and made available to the remainder of
the antarctic community. In this manner, data is freely ex-
changed, usually within a reasonably short period.

The U.S. Antarctic Program's all-Navy weather staff (figures
2 and 3) uses a unique polar orbiting satellite system developed
specifically for Operation DEEP FREEZE by the Scripps Insti-
tution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California. Four times daily,
the system (called GODDESS) relays satellite images from
McMurdo to the Antarctic Research Center at Scripps for re-
cording in the archives there.

As the satellite passes over different areas of the continent,
it locates one area commonly seen on all views of each pass.
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